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Preface
Since writing my first book on prayer five years
ago, I've discovered that if we are to fully cooperate
and follow the prayer-teachings of our Lord, He
needs our minds plus our imaginations.
If we could only be as little children, we could
respond to God without fear, and learn to pray with
one another as a means of communicating love. Communication lines need to be opened and to be kept
open. Only when they are, do life and personality
assume deeper meaning.
I wonld like to express my appreciation to Floyd
W. Thatcher, Zondervan Publishing House, for his
constant encouragement during the time this manuscript was being written.
To Major Carol M. Williams, United States Air
Force, I am especially grateful for giving valuable
time to editing this manuscript (as well as one of my
previous books). Major Williams taught me, by example, the meaning of hard work and good craftsmanship in writing. Though our viewpoints sometimes differ, the lively discussions over topics in this
book fostered clearer thinking and more explicit
writing.
ROSALIND

Chicago, Illinois
September, 1965
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By ROSALIND RINKER
,. Can show how to break down the barriers
which are preventing the flow of love
• Suggestspractical steps for removing those
things which are impeding your happiness
• Shows how prayer can be more-much
more-than just words
NOW LEARN HOW YOU CAN FIND
A DYNAMIC,

EFFECTIVE METHOD

FOR COMMUNICATING

LOVE TO

THOSE AROUND YOU!

